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( )
Yasuyuki Kawahigashi
, subparagroup , subparagroup
Galois .
, [S] $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}/\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{P}$ . Finite index,
finite depth subfactor $N\subset$ M N-N bimodule M-M bimod-
$\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ . , ocneanu [O1]
{ , 2 bimodule equivalent . ,
, subfactor bimodule , subfactor
( paragroup ) . ( , paragroup , finite
index, finite depth subfactor . Subfactor trivial relative
commutant . )
paragroup $\pi_{1}$ , A-A, A-B, B-A, B-B 4 bimodule . (
{ , paragroup , bimodule $<$ , fusion rule algebra quantum
$6j$-symbol , hyperfinite ,
bimodule . ) , C-C, C-D, D-C, D-D 4 bimodule ,
paragroup $\pi_{2}$ . $\pi_{2}$ C-C bimodule \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}1 A-A bimodule
, $\pi_{2}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}1 subparagroup . ,
paragroup $\pi_{1},$ $\pi_{2}$ , $\pi_{1}$ paragroup $\pi_{0}$ , $\pi_{2}$ subparagroup
, $\pi_{2}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}1 subequivalent .
$\pi_{2}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}1 subequivalent , \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}3 \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}2 subequivalent , $\pi_{3}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}1 subequiva-
lent . $\pi_{1}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}2 subequivalent , \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}2 \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}1 subequivalent , $\pi_{1}$ $\pi_{2}$
equivalent .
, $N\subset M$ generalized intermediate subfactor Ocneanu [O2]
. $N\subset P\subset M$ P intermeidate subfactor ,
, .
( subfactor , , P trivial
. , gen.eralized intermediate subfactor
. )
$N\subset M\text{ }$ index subfactor . $N\subset M\subset M_{1}\subset M_{2}\subset$ . . . Jones tower
, $p$ $N’\cap M_{k}$ non-zero projection . $pN\subset P\subset Q\subset p(M_{k})p$
subfactor $P\subset Q$ $N\subset M\text{ }$ generalized intermediate subfactor .
Ocneanu { , , $E_{6}$ , E8 subfactor , $A_{11}$ , A29 sub-
factor generalized intermediate subfactor [O2]
.
, .
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Theorem. $N\subset M$ Hnite index, Hnite depth hyperfini$\mathrm{t}eII_{1}$ factor inclusion
, $\pi$ paragroup . , N\subset M generalized intermedia$\mathrm{t}e$ subfactor
, \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$} subequivalent paxagroup 1 1 .
[S] , commuting square 2 subfactor . [$\mathrm{S}|$
.
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